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Slow Alfvén wave with a frequency just below an ion cyclotron frequency can be destabilized by the
anisotropy of ion temperature and called as Alfvén-Ion-Cyclotron (AIC) wave. In the GAMMA 10/PDX cen-
tral cell, several AIC waves simultaneously appear in an unstable frequency range. In addition, low-frequency
waves with the difference frequencies (DF) between the AIC waves are observed, and their characteristics have
to be clarified to reveal their unknown contributions to the ion transport suggested in GAMMA 10/PDX. In
this study, simultaneous two-point measurements in the azimuthal and axial directions were conducted by using
a two-channel microwave reflectometer with multi horn antennas. The azimuthal mode number (m) of the DF
waves was confirmed at inner plasma region for the first time, and was zero, which satisfies azimuthal mode
matching with the m = −1 AIC waves. In addition, it was shown that the DF waves were radially localized in an
inner region, which is different from rather broad profiles of the AIC waves.
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1. Introduction
There are many types of nonlinear phenomena in

high-temperature plasmas for nuclear fusion experiments.
In the case of a plasma heating with a high frequency wave,
nonlinear phenomenon plays an important role in heating
efficiency. Parametric instability, for example, is a well-
known concern for a high-power wave heating [1].

In the GAMMA 10/PDX, ion cyclotron range of fre-
quencies (ICRF) waves have been used for plasma pro-
duction and heating [2]. The maximum ion temperature
reached is about 10 keV, and the temperature anisotropy
(which is defined as the temperature ratio of the compo-
nent perpendicular to the magnetic field line to the parallel
component) is greater than 10. Due to such a strong tem-
perature anisotropy, Alfvén-Ion-Cyclotron (AIC) wave is
excited at a frequency just below the ion cyclotron fre-
quency [3]. In the GAMMA 10/PDX central cell, sev-
eral AIC waves simultaneously appear, and the difference-
frequencies (DF) between these frequencies are about
100 kHz. It is clearly observed by a microwave reflectome-
ter that the DF waves are nonlinearly excited via the cou-
pling between the AIC waves especially in a core region of
the central cell [4]. In addition, it has been observed that
high-energy ions are periodically transported to the end re-
gion along the magnetic field lines with the frequencies of
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the DF waves. Therefore, the DF waves are believed to
contribute to axial transport of high-energy ions [5]. How-
ever, the spatial structure and the physical characteristics
of the DF waves are unknown.

Simultaneous two-point measurements of the density
fluctuations accompanied by the waves in both the az-
imuthal and axial directions were conducted by using a
two-channel microwave reflectometer with multi horn an-
tennas. The obtained phase profiles of the DF and AIC
waves are shown along with their radial intensity profiles.

2. Two-Channel Microwave Reflec-
tometer
A reflectometer, which we use for the wave detec-

tion, is a useful tool for investigation of density fluctua-
tions inside a hot plasma in spite of a relatively small-sized
measurement system. The two-channel microwave reflec-
tometer system used in this study is composed of two sim-
ple heterodyne reflectometers and utilizes two independent
frequency-variable yttrium iron garnet (YIG) oscillators to
create two probing microwaves [6].

Six horn-antenna pairs are installed in the interior of
the vacuum vessel of the central cell; five of them are ar-
ranged along a magnetic field line (z = 0.52, 0.82, 1.12,
1.42 and 1.93 m) [6], and the rest pair has been newly in-
stalled for this study at z = 0.82 m with the azimuthal in-
terval of 78 degrees with the axial array. The antenna po-
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematics of GAMMA 10/PDX and the axial loca-
tions of the horn-antennas with the axial profile of the
field strength. (b) A photograph showing the interior of
the vacuum vessel.

sitions are schematically shown in Fig. 1. This system can
be used to measure density fluctuations either at axially
separated two positions or azimuthally separated two posi-
tions at the same time. In addition, measurement in a ra-
dial direction can be achieved by changing the incident fre-
quency. The frequency range of applicable microwaves is
about 8.0 to 13 GHz (X-band). The typical electron density
in GAMMA 10/PDX has a maximum of about 2×1018 m−3

at the center and monotonically decreases toward the edge,
and X-band O-mode microwaves injected from the outside
into the plasma cover a relatively wide radial region for
reflectometry.

3. Experimental Results and Discus-
sion

3.1 Frequency spectrum analysis
The plasma in the central cell is mainly heated by

exciting ICRF wave (by RF2 system) with a fundamen-
tal ion cyclotron resonance frequency near the midplane
of the central cell. Figure 2 shows the temporal evolu-
tion of (a) the RF power (RF2) and (b) the line density
at z = −0.60 m and the diamagnetic signal at z = −0.33 m.
Figure 3 shows the frequency spectrum of the density fluc-
tuations obtained with the incident microwave frequencies

Fig. 2 The temporal evolution of (a) the ICRF pulse (RF2), and
(b) the line density (z = −0.60 m) and the diamagnetism
(z = −0.33 m) in the central cell.

Fig. 3 Frequency spectra of the density fluctuations measured
with the reflectometer in frequency ranges (a) 5.4 -
6.5 MHz and (b) 0.05 - 0.2 MHz. The microwave fre-
quency is 8.0 GHz for red line and 11.0 GHz for green
line, and the horn antenna pair at z = 82 cm is used.

of 8 GHz (peripheral side of plasma) and 11 GHz (core
side of plasma) at z = 0.82 m; where the spectra are
time averaged between 190 and 200 ms. As the RF power
for heating is increased, the diamagnetism increases and
the temperature anisotropy becomes strong, and the AIC
waves are spontaneously excited from about 80 ms. In
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Fig. 4 Radial distribution of density fluctuation intensity ob-
tained for the AIC waves and the difference-frequency
waves.

Fig. 3 (a), several frequency peaks corresponding to the
AIC waves (5.6 - 5.9 MHz) are observed in both radial po-
sitions. A peak at 6.36 MHz corresponds to the applied
ICRF wave (RF2). Figure 3 (b) shows the frequency spec-
trum in the frequency band from 50 to 200 kHz, in which
the difference-frequency (DF) waves of the AIC waves are
clearly observed. Two peaks (around 90 and 150 kHz) are
observed in the case of fp = 11 GHz while no peak is ob-
served in the case of fp = 8 GHz. From these results, it
is considered that the DF waves are not excited in a whole
plasma radius.

3.2 Radial distribution of density fluctuation
intensity

Radial scanning of the intensity of these density fluc-
tuations has been carried out by varying the incident mi-
crowave frequency from 8.0 to 11.6 GHz shot-to-shot in a
series of identical discharges; eight cutoff positions were
probed in total. Figure 4 shows radial distributions of the
intensity of density fluctuations accompanied by each AIC
wave and each DF wave, where each AIC wave and DF
wave is numbered in the same manner as in Fig. 3. The
density fluctuation intensities of the AIC waves and the DF
waves are calculated by considering the density gradient;

ñc =
dne

dr
λ
Δφ

4π
, (1)

where ñc shows the density fluctuation. dne/dr and Δφ
are the electron density gradient and the phase fluctua-
tion, respectively. λ is the effective wavelength of a mi-
crowave; here, we used 1.7 times longer than the vacuum
wavelength [7]. The density gradient and the radial posi-
tion are calculated from the density profile that is obtained
by using a radially scanning microwave interferometer sys-
tem. The phase fluctuation intensity in the vertical axis in
Fig. 4 is subtracted by the background noise since rather
intense background fluctuations which have a radial de-
pendence are superimposed especially in a low-frequency

Fig. 5 Azimuthal mode structures of (a) the AIC waves and
(b) the difference-frequency waves, in the case of fp =

11 GHz.

band. Then, it is possible to compare the data between dif-
ferent radial positions as well as the data on the same radial
position.

As shown in Fig. 4, the DF waves have a different ra-
dial profile with lower amplitudes compared with the AIC
waves. The AIC waves have a somewhat broad profile with
a significant amplitude of about 10−3 of the electron den-
sity while the DF waves are only significant at r < 8 cm,
and drops to the noise level in the outer side. In addition,
it is seen that the fluctuation intensities of the DF waves
increase toward the inner side. Therefore, it is considered
that the DF waves are localized in a core region, supporting
the result shown in Ref. [4], which indicates strong nonlin-
ear coupling among the AIC waves in a core region.

3.3 Phase difference measurement
Spatial structures of the AIC and DF waves are inves-

tigated by using the two-channel reflectometer with horn-
antenna pairs arrayed in the azimuthal and axial directions.
Figure 5 shows the azimuthal phase difference of each peak
of the AIC waves and the DF waves measured with the
antenna pairs having the azimuthal angle of 78 degrees at
z = 0.82 m. The incident microwave frequency is 11 GHz,
so the region where the DF waves are excited with a sig-
nificant amplitude is measured. The azimuthal mode num-
bers are estimated from the phase differences between the
antenna pairs by

m =
Δφ

ΔφHA
, (2)

where Δφ and ΔφHA are the measured azimuthal phase dif-
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Fig. 6 Axial phase difference of the AIC waves at (a) z =
0.52 & 0.82 m, and (b) z = 0.82 & 1.12 m.

ference and the azimuthal angle difference between horn-
antenna pairs (ΔφHA = 78 deg. = 1.36 rad.), respec-
tively. m is azimuthal mode number, and positive m in-
dicates that a wave propagates in the direction of electron-
diamagnetic drift motion. In Fig. 5, the phase difference
has been plotted for the peak frequency of the waves, and
for the time period when the wave had a high coherence
between the two points. The phase differences between
the waves are almost constant during the measurements as
shown in Fig. 5. The AIC waves are detected as m = −1,
which coincides with the previous result measured by a
magnetic probe pair at the plasma edge; the AIC waves are
surely slow Alfvén waves [8]. On the other hand, the DF
waves are detected as m = 0. Thus, the azimuthal mode
matching which is necessary for three-wave coupling is
satisfied; the difference interaction of two AIC waves of
m = −1 produces m = 0. When the frequency of the in-
cident microwave was changed, the same azimuthal phase
difference as in the case of fp = 11 GHz have been con-
firmed.

A phase difference measurement with two-channel
reflectometer in the axial direction has been also carried
out under the similar discharge conditions. Figure 6 shows
the axial phase difference of each peak of the AIC waves
at z = 0.52 & 0.82 m, and z = 0.82 & 1.12 m. In Fig. 6,

the axial phase difference of the AIC waves shows 0 or ±π
rad. In the previous paper [9], it is reported that the AIC
waves form standing waves near the midplane of the cen-
tral cell, and propagate in the outside of the standing wave
region. It is shown from Fig. 6 that in the time period an-
alyzed here, AIC1 has a standing wave node between z =
0.52 and 0.82 m while the node of AIC2 exists in between
z = 0.82 and 1.12 m. In this manner, the two-channel mi-
crowave reflectometer clearly measured the axial structure
of the AIC waves while, unfortunately, the axial structure
of the DF waves was not evaluated due to those low coher-
ence.

4. Summary
In the GAMMA 10/PDX central cell, density fluctua-

tions originated from RF waves have been measured by us-
ing a two-channel microwave reflectometer. Spontaneous
excitation of the AIC waves and the low frequency waves
with the difference-frequencies between the AIC waves are
observed clearly. Measurement of the radial intensity pro-
file of each wave has been performed by changing the inci-
dent microwave frequency. It is clarified that the DF waves
are localized in a core region while the AIC waves are ex-
cited broadly in the radial direction. Furthermore, by mea-
suring the phase differences of these waves between the
two points separated in the azimuthal direction, it is found
that the azimuthal mode number of the DF waves is m = 0,
which satisfies the azimuthal mode matching necessary for
the three-wave interaction with two m = −1 AIC waves.
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